This paper makes the case that the high-stakes testing and accountability program currently in place in Massachusetts misuses scores from the Massachusetts Comprehensive Assessment System (MCAS) to select particular schools as exemplary. School awards and recognition programs in Massachusetts imply that score gains are equivalent to school progress, but, in fact, score increases do not necessarily signify either improved student learning or school quality. Rising MCAS scores are poor signposts to best practices for replication by other schools, and scores may even benefit from policies and practices that harm or neglect the most vulnerable students. In many Massachusetts schools listed as exemplary, the statistical patterns associated with small numbers of students tested, changes in the composition of a schools students taking the MCAS from one year to the next, and teaching to the test may artificially improve test scores without improving school quality. By using MCAS score gains to identify particular schools as models of school improvement, public policymakers and pro-MCAS corporate leaders promote an inadequate definition school quality, misrepresent schools cited for test scores as more exemplary than others, and do a disservice to parents, teachers, and students who seek authentic school improvement and who care more about public education than public relations. (Contains 118 references.) (SLD)
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The School and District Accountability System is the shining star of education reform in that it's taking schools for what they are, where they're starting off, and allowing them to show what they can do in terms of improvement. - MA Department of Education spokesman Jonathan E. Palumbo, quoted in Tantraphol, 2001.

Last year we had the second best MCAS scores in the state, yet, according to the DOE, we have two 'failing' schools. We don't believe we are above reproach. There is certainly room for improvement in virtually everything we are trying to do here. But if the Department of Education is trying to embarrass people into doing better on these tests, I'm not sure that it is going to work. Hopefully, people are going to be smart enough to say, the emperor has no clothes on. - Gary Burton, Superintendent, Wayland Public Schools, quoted in Caruso, 2001.

The question is, are we picking out lucky schools or good schools, and unlucky schools or bad schools? The answer is, we're picking out lucky and unlucky schools. - David Grissmer, RAND Corporation, quoted in Olson, 2001.

Since 1998, the release of scores from the Massachusetts Comprehensive Assessment System (MCAS) has become an annual event anticipated by journalists, business groups, parents, educators, and real estate brokers. When scores decline, policy makers and the media call on students and teachers to "try harder," while district leaders attempt to pinpoint reasons for lack of progress. When scores rise, educators celebrate, and policy makers and local media point to the evidence that reforms are working.

When it comes to raising MCAS scores, the stakes are high. Schools that make gains stand to win financial awards from several public and private school recognition programs. And entire communities look to scores to establish their ranking in relation to other communities (Pappano, 2001). But do MCAS score gains accurately indicate school improvement? Are higher test scores conclusive signs that school quality is improving? Can scores pinpoint which schools should be recognized as exemplary or which practices deserve replication?
A review of Massachusetts MCAS-based awards programs challenges the assumption that MCAS score gains are accurate and appropriate measures of school improvement. The high-stakes testing and accountability system currently in place in Massachusetts misuses MCAS scores to select particular schools as "exemplary." And although schools awards and recognition programs imply that score gains are tantamount to school progress, in fact, score increases do not necessarily signify either improved student learning or school quality. Rising MCAS scores, moreover, are poor signposts to "best practices" for replication by other schools. To the contrary, scores may even benefit from policies and practices that harm or neglect the most vulnerable students.

How can test score gains in award-winning schools be inaccurate measure of school quality?

- Many schools cited as "exemplary" on the basis of short-term score gains do not sustain gains for all four years of MCAS testing. In most award-winning schools, the percentages of students scoring at combined "advanced/proficient" and "failing" levels bounce up and down from one year to the next.

- In many schools cited as "exemplary," the number of students tested is so small that MCAS score gains may have more to do with luck and statistical patterns than with authentic improvement in learning. When numbers tested are small, especially in schools testing 68 students or less, the presence of a few "stars" or "slow" students can change scores dramatically from year to year, making score gains or drops unreliable indicators of school quality.

- Score gains in some schools likely reflect changes in the composition of students taking MCAS rather than any instructional improvement. Scores may increase because of differences in student characteristics from one cohort to another, or, in the case of high schools, because grade retention in ninth grade or tenth grade attrition may remove weaker students from the testing pool.

- Increases in students leaving school earlier in the high school grades can push up tenth grade MCAS scores. In the majority of award-winning high schools and vocational schools recognized for MCAS score gains from one year to the next, 2000 dropout rates were higher than in 1997, the year before MCAS testing started.
Widespread reports of teaching to the test in tandem with data that suggest diminishing holding power for weaker students suggest that schools may be more focused on producing higher test scores in order to look good than on making improvements in teaching and learning that result in authentically better schooling for all students.

This paper examines a number of flaws in the test-based approach to Massachusetts school recognition programs specifically and the state’s use of test scores for school accountability. It also describes how a more authentic accountability system holds greater promise for building school capacity, improving student learning, and strengthening school holding power than do current policies. Grounded in the assumption that reform depends on a positive partnership between local districts and the state, alternative approaches would develop resources and strengthen professional accountability for equity, excellence, and high standards of teaching and learning for all students without high stakes.

School awards programs in Massachusetts

_We hope the... awards will serve as an incentive for all principals to strive to facilitate real change in their schools._ - [Then Lt.] Gov. Jane Swift, quoted in Perlman, 2000.

School awards programs in Massachusetts mimic similar test-based accountability practices in other states. Policy makers typically establish school recognition programs in the belief that "rewards for performance" will motivate professionals to work above and beyond normal levels of effort to improve test outcomes in their schools (Blair, 1998; Bradley, 1996; Walsh, 2000). These recognition programs use test scores to rank schools, elevate particular schools deemed high-performing to "exemplary" status, and herald practices in these schools as worthy of adoption in others.

In Massachusetts, three programs use MCAS scores to identify "most improved" or "exemplary" schools. First, since 1999, the privately-funded Edgerly School Leadership Awards program, founded by William Edgerly, Chairman Emeritus of the State Street Corporation and
Chairman of the Foundation for Partnerships, has annually recognized five to 10 principals from schools deemed to have made the greatest MCAS score gains from one year to the next and where at least 40 students were tested. Each recognized principal receives $10,000 to be used at his discretion (Massachusetts Department of Education, 1999; Massachusetts Department of Education, 2000; Massachusetts Department of Education, 2001b).

Second, MassInsight Corporation, comprised of business groups and "partner" school districts, has used MCAS scores to name 12 Massachusetts schools, including eight elementary schools, one middle school, and three high schools, and one district as "2001 Vanguard Schools." Selected on the basis of score gains and an application process that asks schools to describe how they have developed high-standards curricula, strengthened teaching, used data to improve learning, and intervened to help struggling students, award-winning schools are recognized at a high-profile MassInsight-sponsored conference and in publications that describe practices for other schools to emulate (Gehring, 2001; also see, MassInsight, Building Blocks Initiative Publications: http://www.massinsight.com/meri/Building%20Blocks/e_bb_press.htm).

Third, beginning in the school year 2000-2001, the Massachusetts Department of Education released the first of its biannual school performance ratings based on annual MCAS scores. Using scores from the first round of testing in 1998 as a baseline, Massachusetts places schools in a "performance category" ranging from "1" (for top-scoring schools) to "6" (for low-scoring schools) for both overall and content-specific performance. The Department then sets school-specific expectations for score gains, requiring schools at the lowest levels to make the largest score improvements. Schools receive two ratings: a performance rating based on the average of the 1999 and 2000 MCAS results and an improvement rating based on the comparison of those results to the 1998 baseline results, with schools cited as "failing to meet."
“approaching,” “meeting,” and “failing to meet” expectations (Massachusetts Department of Education, NDa).

From the outset, observers have cited factors ranging from mathematical errors to the strong correlation between MCAS scores and community income to argue that the Massachusetts school rating system is misconceived and misleading (Bolon, 2001; Caruso, 2001; Haney, 2002; McElhenny, 2001b; Moore, 2001; Sutner & McFarlane, 2001; Tantraphol, 2001; Tomei, 2001; Tuerck, 2001; Vaishnav, 2001). Despite widespread criticism, the state’s Department of Education publishes a list of schools that have met or exceeded MCAS improvement expectations and invites schools listed to apply to become a "Commonwealth Compass School" (Massachusetts Department of Education, NDc). Based on this ranking process, the Department has named 14 schools, including 10 elementary and 4 middle schools as 2001 Compass Schools. These schools also receive $10,000 each in the expectation that they will "promote improvement in student performance by sharing their experiences with other schools in the state" (Massachusetts Department of Education, NDb, Massachusetts Department of Education, 20 December, 2001).

Test score gains: A poor measure of school quality

*We happened to do very well the first year. One elementary school was in the top 1 percent of the state. It turns out you'd have been better off doing really bad the first year.*
- Peter Manoogian, director of curriculum and technology, Lynnfield Public Schools, Hayward, 2001a).

Together, the three Massachusetts awards programs portray MCAS score gains as a fair and accurate means of assessing school quality. But drawing conclusions about school quality or the merit of particular practices on the basis of score gains is risky at best, duplicitous at worst. In fact, MCAS scores in award-winning schools selected in the early rounds of citations typically do not show steady improvement over four years of testing. Small numbers of students tested in
many schools, changes in the composition of test-takers, and widespread teaching to the test can all influence MCAS scores, including in schools cited as "exemplary," without making appreciable improvements in authentic student achievement.

**Test score ups and downs: Observations from other states**

Over the past decade, a number of states have forged ahead with programs that reward or sanction schools based on test scores, even in the fact of research that suggests the limitations of test scores for drawing conclusions about either school or instructional quality (see, for example, Bauer, 2000; Stecher & Barron, 1999). Close observers of state testing programs have long noted that test scores patterns are predictable, typically rising in the early years of testing, then leveling off and declining over time as scores regress to the mean (Camilli & Bulkley, 2001; Darling-Hammond, 1997; Hoff, 2000; Koretz, Linn, Dunbar, & Shepard, 1991). Not surprisingly, then, the record of school accountability programs in states that routinely grade schools on the basis of test scores underscores how test scores, including test score gains, are imprecise measures of school improvement.

Policy assumptions to the contrary, short-term test score gains appear to be especially poor predictors of score increases in subsequent years. In Florida, where the state's school grading program demands annual improvement, schools rated "A" one year regularly rate "C" the next (Palm Beach Post, 2001). In North Carolina and Texas, wide swings in schools' test scores have been so common that over the past decade, virtually every school in those states could have been categorized "failing" at least once (Kane & Staiger, 2001; Kane, Staiger, & Geppert, 2001).

Since 1994, Kentucky's department of education has used scores from its annual state tests to classify schools biannually into particular categories (formerly "Rewards," "Successful," "In decline," and "In crisis," now "Meets goals," "Progressing," and "Needs assistance"). The
approach has grown more disruptive over time as schools cited in the top category one year have found themselves ranked in the bottom category two years later (Darling-Hammond, 1997; Frommeyer, 1999; Whitford & Jones, 2000). In Pennsylvania, many award-winning schools have also failed to sustain gains following an initial burst of progress. Of 85 Philadelphia schools recognized for improvements on the state test in 1999, only 15 also made gains in that qualified them for awards in 2000. Indeed, most 1999 award-winning Philadelphia schools produced score declines in 2000, including 29 of 36 schools that won awards for eighth grade score gains (Socolar, 2001). Commenting on these patterns, Philadelphia Public School Notebook editor Paul Socolar says, "For anyone paying any attention to this stuff, it's obvious that we're celebrating a different group of 'high performing schools' each year" (Personal communication, 7/23/01).

**MCAS score swings in award-winning schools**

Over time, MCAS gains in award-winning or "exemplary" schools will likely to prove as unstable as score gains from other states. Score patterns of schools winning the first two rounds of Edgerly School Leadership Awards illustrate the extent to which MCAS scores are unreliable measures of school quality, with schools selected as "most improved" in early citations showing drops in scores in later years. (This paper draws on Massachusetts Department of Education, November 21, 2000, and Massachusetts Department of Education, November 2001a, for data on MCAS scores and participation rates).

Notably, MCAS gains in Edgerly award-winning schools in 1998 and 1999 have not set the stage for continued gains in 2000 and 2001. Not one of the five early award-winners steadily increased the rate of students scoring in "advanced" or "proficient" categories in both English and math in each of the four years of testing while also steadily reducing the percentage of students
scoring “failing” in these subjects. Rather, between 1998 and 2001, results were erratic, showing little consistency.

- At the Franklin D. Roosevelt in Boston, testing an average of 54 fourth-graders annually, scores have bounced up and down dramatically from 1998 through 2001. In English, the percentage of students scoring "advanced" or "proficient" went from 0% in 1998 to 20% in 1999, dropping back to 9% and 4% in 2000 and 2001 respectively. In math, the percentage of students in these top score categories went from 2% in 1998 to 53% in 1999, then back to 22% in 2000 and 27% in 2001. Although the percentage of students "failing" English dropped from 33% in 1998 to 2% in 1999, and registered 7% in 2000, and 9% in 2001, the percentage of students "failing" in math was more volatile in these years, totaling 65%, 2%, 30%, and 18% in the years of testing.

- At Kensington Avenue School in Springfield, where an average 46 fourth-graders are tested annually, early score gains were not sustained over four years. After expanding the number of students scoring at proficient levels in English from 2% in 1998 to 40% in 1999, 0% scored at this level in 2000, bouncing back to 50% in 2001. Kensington's math scores proved equally volatile. In 1998, 12% of the students scored at the "advanced" or "proficient" levels in 1998, jumping to 70% in 1999, then dropping to 39% in 2000 and 43% in 2001. In 1998, 1999, 2000, and 2001, English "failing" rates were posted at 29%, 0%, 9%, and 6%, and math "failing" rates were posted at 17%, 2%, 7%, and 13% respectively.

- At the Abraham Lincoln in Revere, testing an average of 83 fourth-graders, 5% of students scored at "advanced" or "proficient" levels in English in 1998, rising to 27% in 1999, then dropping to 14% in 2000, and rising again to 44% in 2001. In math, 12% scored at "advanced" or "proficient" levels in 1998, rising to 38% in both 1999 and 2000, but dropping to 27% in 2001. During this period, "failing" rates in English bounced from 10% in 1998 to 1% in 1999, rising to 5% in 2000, and 8% in 2001. Likewise, "failing" rates in math fell from 43% in 1998 to 6% in 1999 and 2000, but rising again to 14% in 2001.

- At Riverside Elementary School in Danvers, testing an average of 58 fourth-graders, results were more favorable, but still mixed. In English, the percentage of students scoring at "advanced" or "proficient" levels has increased steadily from 9% in 1998 to 72% in 2001, while the percentage "failing" has dropped from 11% in 1998 to 2% in 2001. However, in math, "advanced" and "proficient" score levels have been more erratic, rising from 15% in 1998, to 54% in 1999 and 69% in 2000, but dropping again to 45% in 2001; "failing" rates have dropped from 21% in 1998 to 3%, 2%, and 2% in 1999, 2000, and 2001 respectively.

- At Swampscott High School, testing an average of 183 tenth graders, the percentage of students scoring at proficient and "advanced" levels increased in both English and math over four years. While the percentage of students "failing" in math decreased, the percentage of students "failing" English was more volatile, dropping from 24% 1998 to 14% in 1999, returning to 24% in 2000, then dropping to 5% in 2001.
Announcing the first round of Edgerly Awards, William Edgerly stated, "These principals have lead (sic) their schools to impressive improvement. By their example, they heighten appreciation of the principal's role, and direct attention toward future possibilities for our schools" (Massachusetts Department of Education, 1999).

However, despite policy-makers' optimism, "future possibilities" did not include continued improvement in MCAS scores from 1999 to 2001. Moreover, MCAS scores in schools recognized in Edgerly's second round of awards also showed sharp bounces over four years of testing. In several of the Round 2 Edgerly schools, gains made from 1999 to 2001 simply returned school score levels to those of 1998. In others, gains made from 1999 to 2000 were not sustained in 2001, or the number tested in 2001 was so small as to render "improvement" ambiguous. Specifically:

- At Hopkinton High School the percentage of students scoring at "advanced" or proficient levels in English dropped from 63% to 38% from 1998 to 1999, rising back to 67% in 2000 and up to 77% in 2001, while the percentage of students "failing" increased from 9% in 1998 to 26% in 1999, dropping back to 9% in 2000 and 2% in 2001. In math, the percentage of students scoring "advanced" or "proficient" totaled 44%, 32%, 68%, and 72% in the four years of testing, while "failing" rates bounced from 14% to 41%, then back to 15% and 6%.

- At Nantucket High School from 1998 to 1999, the percentage of students scoring at "advanced" and "proficient" levels in English had dropped while the percentage of "failing" scores had increased, making gains in 2000 and 2001 appear significant when, in fact, they simply returned to early levels. Thus, percentages scoring at "advanced" or "proficient" levels in English were 55%, 40%, 57%, and 59%, while percentages scoring at "failing" levels were 15%, 24%, 12%, and 14% in the years tested. In math, percentages posted for "advanced" or "proficient" levels were 38%, 16%, 69%, and 60%, while those for "failing" were 39%, 49%, 21%, and 15%.

- At Lowell Middlesex Academy Charter School, scores remained steady in 1998 and 1999, with 27% and 25% scoring "advanced" or "proficient" in English and 4% scoring "advanced" or "proficient" in math for both years; in those years 23% and 22% scored "failing" in English, and 85% and 82% scored "failing" in math. In 2000, the percentage scoring at "advanced" or "proficient" jumped to 51% in English, and 21% in math, while the "failing" rate dropped to 4% in English and 40% in math. Rates at high and low levels remained about the same in both
subjects in 2001, but that year only 16 students were tested that year, making these percentages virtually meaningless.

- At Seven Hills Charter School, the percentage of eighth graders scoring at "advanced" or "proficient" levels in English dropped from 40% in 1998 to 21% in 1999, then rose to 55% in 2000, dropping again to 51% in 2001; at the same time the percentage "failing" rose from 23% in 1998 to 33% in 1999, then dropped to 5% in 2000, rising slightly to 8% in 2001. In math, the percentage of students scoring at "advanced" or "proficient" levels dropped from 21% in 1998 to 5% in 1999 before rising again to 22% in 2000 and dropping again to 19% in 2001 while the percentage "failing" rose from 62% in 1998 to 80% in 1999, before falling again to 46% in 2000 and 50% in 2001.

- At Marshfield's Eames Way Elementary School, testing an average of 48 students, the percentage of students scoring "advanced" or "proficient" has moved steadily up, with 26%, 25%, 55%, and 96% at those levels in English, and 50%, 49%, 81%, and 85% scoring at these levels in math in 1998, 1999, 2000, and 2001 respectively. For four years, the percentage of students "failing" English has remained at 0%; that percentage "failing" math went from 2% to 16% between 1998 and 1999, dropping to 0% in 2000 and 2001.

Like MCAS scores from the Edgerly schools, scores from MassInsight's Vanguard Schools have also proved unstable over time. None of the 12 schools cited has shown steady four-year increases at "advanced" or "proficient" levels and steady declines in "failing" for both English and math. Two - Hudson High School and Longmeadow's Williams Middle School - have come close to doing so. However, other schools show notable bounces in either English or math scores over four years. For example:

- In Everett, although the Devens School shows a steady increase of students scoring at "advanced" or "proficient" levels and a steady low of only 2% of test-takers "failing" in English, the percentage of students at the "advanced" or "proficient" levels in math has dropped precipitously from 58% in 1998 to 28% in 2001, and the percentage "failing" math has risen from 2% in 1998 to 13% in 2001. Likewise, although Everett’s Lewis School shows an increase in the percentage of students scoring "advanced" or "proficient" in English, rising from 0% 1998 to 26% in 2001, the percentages in math are not so decisively improving, with percentages of students at "advanced" or "proficient" moving from 15% to 17% between 1998 and 1999, to 64% in 2000, but dropping to 22% in 2001, and "failing" rates moving from 19% to 6% to 0% from 1998 to 2000, but back to 12% in 2001.

- In Woburn, the positive increase in the percentage of fourth graders scoring "advanced" or "proficient" in English (rising from 24% in 1998 to 65% in 2001) at the Altavesta School is offset by an increase in the percentage of students "failing" (rising from 3% in 1998 to 22% in 2001). Altavesta's math scores have bounced around considerably, with percentages at the
"advanced" or "proficient" level rising from 24% to 68% between 1998 and 1999, and again to 85% in 2000, but dropping to 42% in 2001, and the percentages “failing” posted at 18% in 1998, 0% in 1999 and 2000, and 25% in 2001. Likewise, gains in moving higher rates of students into "advanced" and "proficient" categories in math have not been sustained at either the Goodyear or Reeves Schools in Woburn, and the percentage of Goodyear students scoring at "advanced" or "proficient" levels in English has bounced from 61% to 75% from 1998 to 1999, back down to 55% in 2000, and up again to 81% in 2001.

• At Arlington’s Thompson School, after the percentage of fourth graders scoring "advanced" or "proficient" in math rose from 54% in 1998 to 82% in 1999, "advanced/proficient" rates dropped back to 72% in 2000 and 64% in 2001.

Finally, the state’s own Compass Schools show similar fluctuating score patterns over four years. Again, none of the 14 schools showed steady increases in percentages of students scoring at "advanced" or "proficient" levels and steady declines in “failing” rates in both English and math, and only four - Quincy’s Sterling Middle School, East Somerville Middle School, Boston’s Longmeadow’s Williams Middle, and Orleans Elementary - came close. Otherwise, these schools, including Edgerly’s Kensington Avenue and Riverside Schools, showed sharp score gains some years, declines the next, in either English or math, or both. For example:

• MCAS scores at Westfield’s Moseley School did not sustain gains after 1998. Moseley’s scores showed early increases in “advanced/proficient” levels, rising from 6% to 19% in English and from 6% to 27% in math from 1998 to 1999. However, in English, the percentages of students scoring “advanced/proficient” dropped back to 10% in 2000, then rising to 20% in 2001, while percentages of students "failing" rose to 23% in 2000, staying at 20% in 2001. In math, the percentages of students scoring "advanced" or "proficient" dropped from 27% back to 23% in 2000 and again to 11% in 2001, while the percentages of students "failing" declined to 19% in 2000, only to rise again to 38% in 2001.

• Although MCAS scores at Salem’s Saltonstall School improved after the first year of testing, by 2001, the school’s “failing” rates in both English and math equaled the rates for 1998. From 1998 to 1999, the percentage of Saltonstall’s students scoring at "advanced" or "proficient" levels rose from 13% to 29% in English, and from 29% to 45% in math, while “failing” rates dropped from 16% to 12% in English, and from 28% to 18% in math. However, the percentage of students scoring “advanced” or “proficient” in English dropped back to 20% in 2000, before rising again to 55% in 2001, while the “failing” rate dropped to 9% in 2000, only to return to 17% in 2001. At the same time, while the percentage of students scoring “advanced” or “proficient” in math rose to 52% in 2000, it declined to 35% in 2001, while the “failing” rate dropped to 10% in 2000, only to rise again to 28% in 2001.
At the Paxton Center School, although scores for eighth graders generally improved, with generally higher percentages in the “advanced” or “proficient” categories and lower percentages “failing” in both English and math over four years, scores for fourth graders were much more erratic. In English, with few students “failing,” the percentage of fourth graders scoring at “advanced” or “proficient” levels declined from 48% in 1998 to 39% in 1999 and 35% in 2000 before rising to 68% in 2001. In math, while the “failing” rate dropped and remained low, the percentage of students scoring at "advanced" or "proficient" levels, rose once, from 54% in 1998 to 81% in 1999, then dropped to 56% in 2000 and 43% in 2001.

At Boston’s Hernandez School, higher percentages of fourth graders scored at "advanced" and "proficient" levels in reading and math, and the percentage “failing” math has declined steadily over four years. However, the percentage “failing” English remains inconsistent - 40% in 1998, 25% in 1999, 23% in 2000, and 31% in 2001. Eighth grade scores have also been erratic. In English, the percentage at “advanced” and “proficient” levels declined in 1998, 1999, and 2000 from 36% to 30% to 15%, then moved up to 48% in 2001. At the same time, the percentage of students “failing” English rose from 12% in 1998 to 13% in 1999 and 30% in 2000, but dropped back to 12% in 2001. In math, the percentage “failing” has declined steadily from 88% in 1998 to 36% in 2001, but the percentage scoring “advanced/proficient” has fluctuated from 0% in 1998 to 4% in 1999, 0% in 2000, and 20% in 2001.

Although the percentage of students from Boston’s Mason School who score at "advanced" or “proficient” levels has increased steadily in English and somewhat steadily in math over four years, “failing” scores have been more erratic. In English, 30% of the schools students “failed” in 1998, down to 4% in 1999, up to 15% in 2000, and down again to 3% in 2001. In math, 44% “failed” in 1998, dropping to 11% in 1999, rising to 33% in 2000, and declining again to 0% in 2001.

After posting a jump in the percentage of students scoring “advanced” or “proficient” in English from 14% in 1998 to 37% in 1999, Worcester’s Canterbury School “advanced/proficient” English rates have fluctuated dramatically, dropping to 20% in 2000, then spiking to 77% in 2001.

Four-year patterns of MCAS scores in award-winning schools show that score gains from one year to the next do not predict sustained high scores. So why do annual score gains so often fall short as indicators of school improvement? While policy makers choose to equate MCAS gains with better quality schooling, factors unrelated to authentic student achievement, including small numbers of students tested, changes in the composition of a school's testing pool, and extensive test preparation, can all push scores artificially higher regardless of school quality.
Test score gains and small numbers tested

Labeling schools as "good" or "bad" on the basis of test score gains can be especially misleading when the schools cited are testing a small number of students. In their examination of test score patterns in such schools in North Carolina and Texas, researchers Thomas Kane and Douglas Staiger (2001, March 2001; forthcoming 2002; see also Kane, Staiger, & Geppert, 2001) found that the chance occurrence of even a few "stars" or "class clowns" in the test-taking pool could skew scores dramatically from one year to the next. Moreover, spikes in scores are more dramatic when small numbers are tested.

The small number of students tested in many award-winning Massachusetts schools points to a significant flaw in using test score gains to describe school quality. Test scores may swing widely in schools of all sizes, but in general, variation in scores from year to year is much greater in smaller schools. In a recent analysis of four years of MCAS scores, Haney (forthcoming 2002) found that in Massachusetts elementary schools testing up to 100 students, math scores could vary from 15 to 20 points from year to year. In contrast, in schools testing more than 150 students, score changes from one year to the next were generally less than five points. These findings mirror those of Kane and Staiger (forthcoming 2002) who found "considerable volatility" of test scores in North Carolina schools testing 68 students or less.

In the majority of schools receiving any of the state’s awards, the numbers tested are simply too small to draw conclusions that MCAS score gains signify authentic school improvement. Over time, a number of schools that have won recognition for "exceeding expectations" on MCAS one year may find themselves classified as "failing to meet expectations" the next, not because their school quality has declined but because of score fluctuations that occur naturally in schools testing limited numbers of students.
Edgerly Award-winning schools

In 11 of the 20 schools receiving Edgerly Awards in 1999, 2000, and 2001, so few students were tested - 68 or less, as suggested by the analysis by Kane and Staiger (forthcoming 2002) - that drawing conclusions about school quality is meaningless at best, irresponsible at worst. Specifically:


- Three of the five schools receiving Edgerly Awards in 2000 test similarly small numbers of students. At the Eames Way Elementary School in Marshfield, the average number of students tested over four years was 49 (46 in 1998, 51 in 1999, 45 in 2000, and 54 in 2001). At the Lowell Middlesex Charter School, the average number tested was 39 (26 in 1999, 60 in 1999, 53 in 2000, and 16 in 2001). At the Seven Hills Charter School's, the average number of eighth graders tested was 63 (53 in 1998, 80 in 1999, 66 in 2000, and 53 in 2001).

- Even in 2001, when eight of the 10 schools receiving Edgerly Awards for score improvements from 2000 to 2001 were either high schools or vocational schools, five of the 10 schools recognized test fewer than 68 students on average. Specifically, an average of 41 are tested at Tantasqua Regional Vocational School; 45 at Worcester's Thorndyke Road Elementary School; 50 at No.Brookfield High School; 57 at Medford's Vocational-Technical program; and 60 at the Thomas Nash Elementary School in Weymouth.

MassInsight Vanguard Schools

In eight of the 12 MassInsight Corporation's Vanguard Schools, the average number of test-takers also stands at 68 or less. Again, because sharper score rises are likely when small numbers are tested, these awards may bestow the label on schools as "good" when, in fact, the schools have made few appreciable improvements in authentic student learning. Specifically:


- In the two Everett elementary schools selected as Vanguard schools, the maximum number of fourth-graders ever tested was 52. At the Albert Lewis School, the average number tested was 31 over four years (26 in 1998, 35 in 1999, 25 in 2000, and 39 in 2001). At the Devens
School, the average number tested was 48 (50 in 1998, 42 in 1999, 46 in 2000, and 52 in 2001).

- All three Woburn elementary schools selected as Vanguard schools test an average of 68 fourth graders or less. At the Altavesta School, the average number of fourth-graders tested is 33 (34 in 1998, 34 in 1999, 32 in 2000, and 36 in 2001). At the Goodyear School, the average number tested is 42 (41 in 1998, 33 in 1999, 53 in 2000, and 42 in 2001). The average number tested at the third school, the Reeves School is 68 (62 in 1998, 76 in 1999, 73 in 2000, and 61 in 2001).

- Arlington's Thompson Elementary School has tested an average of 52 students over four years (53 in 1998, 46 in 1999, 63 in 2000, and 45 in 2001).

- At Lowell Middlesex Academy Charter High School, one of only three high schools selected as a Vanguard School, the average number of students tested over four years was 39. Only 26 tenth graders were tested in 1998, 60 in 1999, 53 in 2000, and 16 in 2001.

**Commonwealth Compass Schools**

In the majority of schools named as Compass Schools by the Massachusetts Department of Education in 2001, the numbers of students tested are again too small to draw conclusions about either school quality or the suitability of their practices for replication. Of the 14 Compass Schools named by the state, nine, all elementary schools, tested fewer than 68 students, with several testing well below that number.

- Boston's Samuel Mason School (named as a Compass School although not listed on the Department's list of schools invited to apply for Compass school status) tested a four-year average of 27 (27 in 1998, 27 in 1999, 26 in 2000, and 29 in 2001).


- Springfield's Kensington Elementary, also an Edgerly Award winner, tested a four-year average of 46 fourth graders (48 in 1998, 42 in 1999, 43 in 2000, and 52 in 2001).


• Danvers's Riverside School, also an Edgerly Award winner, tested a four-year average of 58 fourth graders (53 in 1998, 66 in 1999, 61 in 2000, and 53 in 2001).

Elementary schools and charter schools are most likely to test small numbers of students, making the use of test score gains to cite "high quality" schools most troubling in these categories.

• Of the 179 elementary grades schools on the state's list of "exemplary" schools, 116, or two out of three, test fewer than 68 fourth graders each year.
• All four of the secondary charter schools cited as exemplary - two in eighth grade, two in tenth grade - test fewer than 68 students, with the average annual number tested ranging from only 21 at South Shore Charter High School to 39 at Lowell Middlesex Academy Charter School for the four years of testing.

Middle and high schools typically test larger numbers of students. However, even in these schools, at least half the variation in scores from one year to the next typically reflects what researchers call "noise" attributed to factors unrelated to authentic student achievement (Kane & Staiger, forthcoming 2002, Table 2). Of the 38 district middle grades schools invited to apply for Compass School status, six test fewer than 68 on average each year. Among the 20 district high schools in this category, Provincetown tests an average of 29 tenth-graders annually, and nine typically test 100 students or less.

The hazards of confusing MCAS gains with good practice

Award-winning schools may be "good schools," but MCAS scores hardly provide conclusive evidence for such claims. Given wide score swings that occur as a matter of course in schools testing low numbers of students, similar schools where scores decline may be equally "exemplary." And given that so many schools test small numbers of students, educators from either group of schools could eventually find themselves defending score lapses that occur for no
reason other than chance. If evidence from other states indicates what could happen in Massachusetts, pressure to produce MCAS gains could also result in some schools abandoning promising, but long-term, reform efforts in favor of activities that produce a "quick fix" (Frommeyer, 1999).

Ultimately, natural score volatility will "wreak havoc" with accountability systems as educators are rewarded or punished for score fluctuations that occur due to conditions beyond their control (Kane & Staiger, March 2001; forthcoming 2002). Assuming that schools ranked as "exemplary" can necessarily guide others toward better practice adds to the problem. As Kane and Staiger (March 2001: 2; forthcoming 2002: 2) write:

To the extent such rankings are used to identify best practice in education, virtually every educational philosophy is likely to be endorsed eventually, simply adding to the confusion over the merits of different strategies of school reform. For example, when the 1998-99 MCAS test scores were released in Massachusetts in November of 1999, the Provincetown district showed the greatest improvement over the previous year. The Boston Globe published an extensive story describing the various ways in which Provincetown had changed educational strategies between 1998 and 1999, interviewing the high school principal and teachers.

Since school scores vary more dramatically than statewide scores, scores in individual schools, especially small ones, do rise more dramatically than scores statewide or in larger schools, creating the impression that they are accelerating their students' achievement. As a result, policy makers, supporters of test-based "accountability," and the media may mistakenly endorse whatever practices evident in such schools. As Kane and Staiger explain, "If school-level test scores are the gauge, the Boston Globe and similar newspapers around the country will eventually write similar stories praising virtually every variant of educational practice" (March 2001: 3; forthcoming 2002: 3).
Since score gains look most dramatic when small numbers are tested, awards programs based on MCAS score gains are weighted toward small schools. In future award cycles, additional Massachusetts schools testing small numbers of students may be cited as "exemplary" when, in fact, score gains are based on chance or statistical patterns associated with a small testing pool, not genuine improvement. As David Grissmer of the RAND Corporation reflects on school awards policies, "The question is, are we picking out lucky schools or good schools, and unlucky schools or bad schools? The answer is, we're picking out lucky and unlucky schools" (Olson, 2001: 9).

Rising test scores and the changing composition of students tested

*Anytime you have groups of different kids taking the test each year, you're going to have different results. The scores are going to change each year because they're different kids. If the curriculum stays the same, and the teachers stay the same, but the results change, it's the students.* - Stuart Peskin, principal of Bennett-Hemenway School in Natick, a school that exceeded Department of Education goals for MCAS score gains, quoted in Miller, 2001).

In the haste to claim that high stakes testing produces better schools, policy makers often overlook the reality that comparing "apples" to "oranges" - stacking the scores of students tested in one year against those of students tested the next - misleads the public about the meaning of score gains. Indeed, this misuse of test scores has undermined credibility of school accountability programs in other states. As Ken Jones of the University of Alaska and Betty Lou Whitford of Columbia University (1997: 278) explain:

Significant controversy arises from the fact that, in determining whether or not a school is making progress, different groups of students are tested each year. That means, for example that one group of fourth graders is being compared with a different group of fourth graders.

In fact, score gains in Massachusetts award-winning schools may result from the simple fact that a particular cohort of students contains stronger students than cohorts from prior years.
Scores can also rise because of demographic changes in the larger community, or when weaker students do not participate in testing, either because they are retained in the grade prior to testing and are not tested with their cohort, or because they have left school altogether.

**Ninth grade retention**

From one year to the next, a decline in low-scoring students in the grade tested may occur as a result of chance circumstances. But particular school practices and policies may also change the characteristics of student test-takers and help boost test scores in particular schools. When schools retain more students in grade, especially in the years prior to testing, or when more students are absent from the roster of test-takers, score gains may owe more to the loss of low-scoring students from the population tested than to improvements in teaching and learning (Allington, 2000; Allington & McGill-Franzen, 1992; Darling-Hammond, 1997; Elmore, 1997; Haney, 2000; Haney, 2001; Jones, 2001; McGill-Franzen & Allington, 1993).

Since MCAS scores were declared the basis for assessing schools, statewide data have registered an increase in grade retention in the ninth grade, rising from 6.8 percent of ninth graders retained in 1997-98, to 7.4 percent in 1998-99, and to 8.1 percent in 1999-2000 (McElhenny, 2001a). At best, ninth grade retention reduces the number of low-scoring students taking MCAS the following year. At worst, it discourages vulnerable and overage-for-grade students from persisting in school through tenth grade.

When more students are held back in grade nine, MCAS scores can get a boost in grade ten. Of the seven high schools and vocational schools (excluding the Medford Vo-Tech program where numbers were too small to be meaningful) receiving Edgerly School Awards for 2001 MCAS scores, increases in ninth grade retention rates from 1999 to 2000 likely helped push down "failing" rates on MCAS in 2001. For example:

- Boston’s Charlestown High School’s ninth grade retention rate jumped from 6.4 in 1999 to 11.5 in 2000. The school’s percentage of tenth graders “failing” MCAS dropped from 84% in English and 81% in math in 2000, to 41% in English and 39% in math in 2001.
- Gateway Regional High School’s ninth grade retention rate increased from 13.3 in 1999 to 16.8 in 2000. The school’s percentage of tenth graders “failing” MCAS dropped from 46% in English and 68% in math in 2000 to 16% in English and 26% in math in 2001.
In three of the 20 district high schools invited to apply for Compass School status on the basis of MCAS score gains from 1998 to 2000, "failing" rates dropped over three years while high ninth grade retention rates in 1998 and 1999 removed weaker students from those tested in tenth grade in 1999 and 2000. Specifically:

- Ayer High School retained 13.8% of its ninth grade in 1998, 19.8% in 1999. From 1998 to 2000, the percentage of tenth graders scoring "failing" dropped from 19% to 12% in English and from 47% to 26% in math.

- Southbridge High School retained 18.6% of its ninth grade in 1998; 19.8% in 1999. From 1998 to 2000, the percentage of tenth graders scoring "failing" dropped from 34% to 25% in English and from 54% to 38% in math.

- Ralph C. Maher High School retained 9.7% of its ninth graders in 1998, 13.4% in 1999. From 1998 to 2000, the percentage of tenth graders scoring "failing" dropped from 37% to 26% in English and from 57% to 41% in math.

Higher rates of retention in ninth grade are a source of concern not only because they artificially boost MCAS scores but also because grade retention undermines student achievement while contributing to dropping out (Heubert & Hauser, 1999; Wehlage & Rutter, 1986; Smith & Shepard, 1989). Holding more students back in the grades prior to testing may improve school scores in the short run, but over time, individual student achievement will not improve, and a larger portion of the state’s dropouts, many of whom are already overage for grade, will leave school with less than a tenth grade education.

**Dropping out and MCAS higher scores**

As tenth grade MCAS scores have improved statewide in Massachusetts, the Massachusetts dropout picture has also shifted. Although the state’s annual high school dropout rate has hovered between 3.4 and 3.6 in the early years of MCAS testing (Massachusetts Department of Education, 2001b), an analysis of state data shows that more Massachusetts dropouts are leaving school in the ninth and tenth grades, even before taking MCAS. In 1997-98,
49.9% of the state's 8,582 dropouts were ninth or tenth graders; by 1999-00, 54.3% of the state’s 9,199 dropouts came from these grades.

In nearly one third - 10 out of 33 - of the high schools and vocational schools (excluding two charter schools) that have won awards and recognition for MCAS score gains, dropout rates are higher now than in 1997, the year before MCAS testing began.

- Of the 11 high schools or vocational schools receiving Edgerly Awards, four posted higher dropout rates in 2000 than in 1997, the year before MCAS testing began. These include Gateway Regional High School, Swampscott High School, Medford Vocational-Technical High School, and Tantasqua Regional Vocational High School. For example, the annual dropout rate at Gateway Regional High School has increased steadily from 3.3 in 1997, to 4.6 in 1998, 4.8 in 1999, and 6.3 in 2000, nearly twice the state rate of 3.4.

- Of the two high schools receiving MassInsight Vanguard Awards, both posted higher annual dropout rates in 2000 than in 1997, before MCAS testing began. Hudson High School's annual dropout rate was 1.5 in 1997, up to 2.6 in 2000. Nauset Regional High School's annual dropout rate was 1.4 in 1997, up to 2.7 in 2000.

- Of the 20 high schools invited to apply for Compass School status on the basis of MCAS score gains, five posted higher dropout rates in 2000 than in 1997. Although numbers at these largely white schools remain small, Ayer High School, Boston Latin School, Hudson High School, Provincetown High School, and Swampscott High School posted higher annual dropout rates in 2000 than in 1997.

Dropout rates among award-winning schools underscore the reality that MCAS score gains alone are poor means of identifying "good" schools. In a state committed to improving learning for all students, schools with high rates of retention and rising annual dropout rates should not be considered "exemplary" simply because MCAS scores rise. Indicators of school holding power and inclusion must be considered as well.

**Disappearing tenth graders**

Schools’ MCAS scores can also rise if weaker students “disappear” between October and May of their tenth grade year. Although this loss of tenth graders could reflect the movement of families out of the state, students enrolled in October of a school year may “go missing” from MCAS testing in May for a number of other more troubling reasons. Some may officially drop
out of school. Others may transfer into a private or parochial school in their community. Regardless of the reason, an increase in the percentage of tenth graders who go “missing” between October and May of the school year can change the population of tenth graders tested from one year to the next and boost a school’s MCAS scores.

In October 2000, 68,577 students were enrolled in tenth grade in Massachusetts; in May 2001, approximately 62,000 tenth graders took the MCAS. The loss of some 9.6% of the state’s tenth graders between October and May is about the same as that of the previous school years. However, in some award-winning schools, the percentage of “missing” tenth graders has not remained stable, but has moved steadily higher.

- In two of the Vanguard Award-winning high schools, the percentage of students “missing” in tenth grade increased steadily from 1998 to 2000, the year the schools were named Vanguard Schools. At Hudson High School, 18.2% of tenth grades enrolled in October 1997 (29 out of 159) did not take the MCAS in May 1998; 24.1% of tenth graders enrolled in October 1998 (39 out of 162) did not take the MCAS in May 1999, and 29.9% of tenth graders enrolled in October 1999 (47 out of 157) did not take the MCAS in May 2000. At Nauset Regional High School, 1.6% of tenth graders enrolled in October 1997 (4 out of 256) did not take the MCAS in May 1998; 6.5% of tenth graders enrolled in October 1998 (16 out of 247) did not take the MCAS in May 1999; and 8.5% enrolled in October 1999 (21 out of 248) did not take the MCAS in May 2000.

- Of the 20 district high schools invited to apply for Compass School status for test score improvements posted for 1998, 1999, and 2000 (and where the numbers tested were higher than 30), six others (Carver, Clinton, Manchester, Ware, Oakmont, and Ralph C. Mahar) also had higher rates of October-to-May loss in the 1999-2000 school year than in the 1997-98 school year. Among these schools, the smallest loss was at Oakmont Regional High School, where 5.3% of the tenth graders enrolled in October 1999 (10 out of 190) were not tested in May 2000. The largest loss was at Clinton High School, where 19.0% of the students enrolled in tenth grade in October 1999 (24 out of 137) were not tested in May 2000.

State data sources propose no explanation for the increases in missing tenth graders in particular communities, but these increases in a number of award-winning schools highlight how test score gains, on their own, reveal very little about school quality. In fact, awards programs may discourage schools from holding on to students whose test-score prospects threaten schools' rankings. Some schools may enroll students as tenth graders in October, but delay their
participation in MCAS testing for a year by reassigning them to ninth grade homerooms. Others may limit the personalized attention or diversified instruction that vulnerable students may need to prevent them from dropping out. Some may simply have increasing numbers of English-as-a-second-language students who are not tested during their first years as newcomers to a school. In some districts, the threat of the denial of a high school diploma may encourage parents with means to remove students from the testing pool and enroll them in a private, parochial, or home school for the final years of high school.

Clearly school awards programs fail to account for the multiple ways in which test scores can rise when weaker students are not included in the testing pool, whether on a permanent or temporary basis. Indeed, programs that recognize schools primarily for MCAS gains and distribute monetary awards to particular schools named “exemplary” provide little incentive for schools or the public to explore all possible reasons for score gains, including the routines and practices that might change the population of students tested. Under pressure to meet or exceed score expectations, schools may find ways to look good without necessarily developing greater capacity to engage all students in authentic learning. But when ninth grade retention rates rise and the percentage of students leaving school increases, MCAS score gains are cause for worry, not celebration.

Test preparation in school, out of school, on-line: Valuing scores more than learning

I can’t make you smarter. All I can do is help you take the test better, so that’s what I’m going to do. - Teacher Joseph Saia, to students in an after-school MCAS preparation session, quoted in Greenberger & Vaishnav, 2001: B7.

Reports from across Massachusetts suggest that schools are devoting increasing amounts of instructional time to test preparation, both during the regular school day and in Saturday, after-school, and summer school classrooms (see, for example, Astell, 2001; Berkley, 2001;
Doherty, 2001; Cameron, 2001; Connolly, 2001; DeForge, 2001; Gonter, 2000, 2001; Greenberger & Vaishnav, 2001; Gutstein, 2001; Huang, 2001; Massey, 2001a, 2001b; Myers, 2001a; Nichols, 2001; Wicka, 2000). As teachers focus on coaching students in test-taking skills, open-response items that are "carbon copies" of MCAS questions are becoming a routine part of the curriculum, replacing project work in student portfolios in favor of mock time trials on MCAS questions. Some schools have hired extra teachers specifically for in-school MCAS instruction. While teachers in affluent districts turn their classes into MCAS preparation periods a week before the tests, those in lower-income districts set up year-round MCAS "review" classes for students deemed at risk of failure, a label that applies to more than half the students in a given grade in some schools. Vacation-time test preparation classes walk students through practice problems and alert students to test instructions and formatting issues.

Test companies do not view MCAS as as "coachable" as the SATs, but they argue that MCAS preparation programs can equip students with test-taking strategies (Greenberger, 2001). To this end, some districts have redirected resources toward the purchase of test-prep materials; others have hired private companies to make on-line test-prep software available to all students and for use in tutoring students at risk of failing MCAS (Massey, 2000; Wilson, 2001; Myers, 2001b). To help districts identify such resources, the Massachusetts Department of Education maintains information for schools on commercially-prepared programs and works with some commercial vendors to reduce the costs of products and services for public schools (Massachusetts Department of Education, 2001).

In the context of high stakes testing that focuses attention on test score gains, scores may indeed improve as teachers and students become more familiar with the format and content of high stakes tests, and as teachers devote an increasing amount of classroom time to drilling
students on test-taking skills (Cuban, 2001; Hoff, 2000; Kohn, 1999; Koretz, 1988; Madaus & Clarke, 2001; McNeil & Valenzuela, 2001; Smith & Rottenberg, 1991). However, although such test preparation may produce higher scores in the short term, gains posted as a result of test preparation for one test rarely generalize to performance on other tests (Koretz, Linn, Dunbar, & Shepard, 1991). Moreover, when schools set annual score gains as a primary goal, content in areas other than those defined by the tests may be sacrificed (Kohn, 2001). Tailoring class work to fit the content of MCAS test questions, schools have made changes as simple as replacing the study of Shakespeare's MacBeth with A Midsummer Night’s Dream (Hoboth, 2000). But to make time to prepare students for MCAS, schools have also dropped or de-emphasized courses in science, American government, black history, and physical education, that some would argue are essential to student growth and development as healthy citizens (Hagan, 2000; Hand, 2001; Hayward, 2001b; Rene, 2001). At Lowell High School, lunch periods now begins at 9:25 to accommodate a new schedule that squeezes a new MCAS prep seminar into the school day (Lipman, 2001; Scarlett, 2001).

Under pressure to produce higher scores, educators may work harder to achieve measurable, targeted goals and the rewards that accompany them. However, as teachers turn to more controlling instructional strategies and focus their expectations for student learning on ensuring that students “get the right answer" on state tests, students’ motivation and development as independent learners is in jeopardy (Paris & Urdan, 2000). Kennon Sheldon and Bruce Biddle (1998: 176) explain the paradox: "Although maximal student growth may be the goal, if student attention is focused on tests that measure that growth, or on sanctions that reward or punish it, that growth will not be maximized." University of Michigan researcher Scott Paris (2000) adds:
When test scores and grades define educational success, students value the outcomes more than the knowledge or processes of learning. This occurs for the high scorers as well as the low scorers and demeans education for all students. Indeed, it is a serious threat to life-long learning and the recreation of discovery that is so important in a world that demands continual effort to keep pace with growing technology, international news, and community opportunities.

School awards and recognition programs that cite schools as "exemplary" are intended to highlight "best practices" that can be replicated from school to school. But if test preparation is the engine behind test score gains, and if schools devote increasing amounts of time to producing better score results, authentic "best practice" may be hard to identify in such schools. And although the teaching of test-taking strategies may boost scores in the short term, gains eventually level off, even in authentically good schools. As Harvard professor Daniel Koretz notes, "The notion that there will be continuous improvement is a little optimistic at best. You can teach them more, and you can teach them faster, but at some point, you're going to top out" (Hoff, 2000:19).

**Accountability that strengthens schooling for all**

Massachusetts accountability and school recognition policies fail to identify in any holistic or authentic way which Massachusetts schools are "more exemplary" than others and, at the same time, have harmful consequences. First, these policies narrow the definition of "exemplary schooling" by ignoring the multiple dimensions of what constitutes good schools. Americans have traditionally wanted schools to develop children's intellect, but they also expect schools that meet goals for social, vocational, and personal development (Goodlad, 1984). As researchers have long emphasized, test scores do not assess schools' capacity for generating students' curiosity and disposition to ask probing questions, engaging student motivation, developing skills in working as a team, or setting norms for positive interaction between teachers and students (Madaus, 1983).
The reliance on MCAS score gains to point to "exemplary" schools has a chilling effect on authentic school reform for another reason: Allowing MCAS score gains, rather than indicators selected by the local community from a broader menu, to dominate accountability practice means that schools are not challenged to develop a sustained capacity for improving school conditions and their own "best practice" in ways that lead to performance-based achievement and strengthen schools as inclusive learning communities. Ultimately, parents, educators, and decision-makers who seek deeper understanding about the work of schools need information about the quality of work students do, students' access to resources and opportunities to learn, and conditions that foster a press for achievement and professional practice in their schools (Oakes, 1989). The MCAS-based awards programs provide the public with little information about these aspects of school improvement, limiting the tools educators and parents need to effect authentic and holistic schooling that benefits all students.

If top-down test-based accountability models do not provide reliable signposts for improvement, what shape should an alternative accountability policy take? A redefined approach to school accountability would derive from six basic principles proposed by the Massachusetts Coalition for Authentic Reform in Education (Massachusetts Coalition for Authentic Reform in Education, ND):

- No single assessment tool can adequately assess schools or student learning. Test scores are only one source of information for improving student achievement; student work, not test scores, should be used to gauge the quality of student learning and the assignments that students receive.

- Accountability should go beyond a "test scores only" approach to require schools to "account for" the practices they employ during the school day that strengthen teaching, engage all students in learning, and ensure students will produce work that reflects high standards of quality. Data on dropout rates, grade retention, attendance, and suspension are also essential for painting a picture of schools' sense of accountability for all students.
Standards for quality student work must be set at the local level through a partnership between the state and local communities.

Professional accountability depends on the opportunities educators have to define school goals and work in collaboration with other professionals, parents, and community members toward achieving those goals.

Accountability requires the state to monitor, protect, and expand access of all students to high-quality equal learning opportunities and resources. The state is responsible for providing technical assistance to schools to correct practices that undermine equal access to learning, including such practices as tracking, grade retention, and punitive attendance and suspension policies.

Reviewers from outside the school and district play a key role in ensuring credibility of a school accountability system.

CARE's proposal for school accountability makes use of test scores, but also assumes whole communities will focus on student work, not test scores, as the touchstone for discussing standards-based practice. The proposal focuses on student work through review of student portfolios, projects, and presentations. It emphasizes the strengthening of professional practice so as to improve the decisions teachers make about curriculum and instruction in their own schools; help school communities dissect their own problems and learn from mistakes; and establish an ethos wherein teachers take responsibility for the progress of all students (Darling-Hammond, 1997; Dorn, 1998; Haney & Raczek, 1994; Sirotnik & Kimball, 1999). It also expects that the state will act to ensure that all schools have the resources necessary to ensure that all students have equal access to high-quality opportunities to learn (Elmore, 1997).

CARE's proposal for an alternative approach to school accountability calls for a multifaceted system designed to promote high standards for learning without high stakes testing. It assumes that local schools know their students best, and therefore, that the state's role is not to make decisions about individuals. Rather, the state's responsibility is to ensure that schools are educating all children well and to provide sufficient resources and assistance to enable schools to do so.
CARE's proposal avoids the pitfall of relying on a single assessment to meet a range of goals by integrating multiple assessments designed for different purposes into a coherent whole. Limited statewide standardized testing in reading and math would monitor student achievement at the state and district level. Locally developed performance-based assessments tied to state education goals would provide information on individual student learning. School quality reviews would provide school-level information about teaching and learning that schools and districts can use for school improvement. School reports to the community would provide information to parents and community members are informed about district, school, and student performance in relation to standards for achievement, resource allocation, equity, and holding power.

**Limited standardized testing in literacy and numeracy**

Limited standardized testing in literacy and numeracy is one tool in an accountability program oriented to school improvement. Such testing is a useful tool for monitoring student performance in reading and math statewide, by district, and by race. In the past, Massachusetts gathered such information through the Massachusetts Educational Assessment Program (MEAP) administered in selected grades. Similar to the National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP), MEAP also gathered information about students' opportunities to learn and perceptions of their schooling experiences. Testing for monitoring state and district performance should be administered in a way that imposes the least burden possible on districts and intrudes to a minimal extent on teaching and learning.

**Local assessments based on the Massachusetts Common Core of Learning and developed in the districts**

Many Massachusetts districts already administer national norm-referenced tests in at least some grades. CARE's proposal calls for each district, working with professionals at each school, to supplement such testing with local assessments designed to help teachers improve instruction.
and assess the performance of individual students by focusing on student work, including projects, portfolio reviews, and presentations. Researchers Monty Neill and Keith Gayler (2001) report that by strengthening teachers' capacity to use such assessments as part of classroom life, locally developed assessments hold strong promise for strengthening the achievement of all students, including that of traditionally low-scoring students.

Local assessments would require students to demonstrate skills and understanding of content as defined within the broad parameters of the Massachusetts Common Core of Learning and streamlined state curriculum frameworks. Local schools councils, along with district and state leaders, will review and approve school assessment and accountability plans, including rubrics and exemplars of high quality work, a description of how students' work quality will be reported to parents, and criteria for graduation and promotion. Teachers will be responsible for making graduation decisions based on multiple criteria.

School quality reviews

School quality reviews (SQRs) complement data provided from student assessments by providing in-depth information about teaching and learning in every school. As the third component of CARE's accountability proposal, SQRs represent a key strategy for moving beyond assessing "outcomes" to examining the daily learning experiences students have during the school day, teaching practices, and the quality of student work in relation to expected standards of quality. SQRs are also key to developing schools' capacity to review their own practice and to work in partnership with professionals from outside the school to learn from their strengths and weaknesses.

A wealth of experience is available to guide the state in facilitating schools' engagement in school quality reviews geared to develop the professional capacity of educators across the state.
Schools seeking accreditation from the New England Association of Schools and Colleges already undergo an intensive evaluation every 10 years, involving an in-depth self-study, a four-day visit by a team of 12-14 educators that assesses the school in terms of its own goals and standards. Massachusetts schools that belong to school reform networks like the Coalition of Essential Schools likewise engage in rigorous school reviews in partnership with professionals from other schools in the Coalition. As organizer and facilitator of school quality reviews, the state Department of Education can draw from these resources as well as the long-standing experience in England, Ireland, and Scotland where school inspectorates represent the primary tool for school standards-setting and accountability or on more recent experience in New York State (Ancess, 1996; Wilson, 1996).

School quality reviews in Rhode Island provide the closest example of the way in which a state department of education can make professionally-grounded school reviews the cornerstone of an accountability approach that used school assessments to help schools develop their capacity for ongoing improvement. By law, the Rhode Island Department of Education's School Accountability for Learning and Teaching (SALT) office, working with the state's Field Services Office, Office of Progressive Support and Intervention, and educational networks and collaboratives, is responsible for developing and implementing systems that support the continuous improvement of schools. In practice, this mandate translates into a school quality review process.

SALT initiates this process by requiring schools to form school improvement teams, then working with them to engage in a self-study based on an analysis of student assessment data and results of parent, teacher, and student surveys. Based on the self-study, schools then develop an
improvement plan for improving student performance and present the plan at an annual school report night.

In addition, once every five years, each school must host a SALT visit that follows procedures developed in visits to 123 schools since 1997-98. Teachers-on-leave to the Rhode Island Department of Education serve as trained SALT fellows and chair visiting teams. Other team members include principals, diverse subject area teachers, and librarians, staff from the Rhode Island Department of Education, and parents from outside the district. All are trained to gather information and make their observations through a professional lens.

Similar to an accreditation visit, the SALT visit lasts over several days to a week and focuses on teaching, learning, and the school climate and operations. The team conducts extensive observations of classrooms and teacher planning time, reviews documents like the school's strategic plan, meets with the school's improvement team, students, parents, teachers, and school administrators, draws on data from the SALT survey, to answer such questions as: Does the school's plan have adequate focus to accomplish its mission and goals? How effective is the school's communication with families? Are the school's instructional programs sufficient to equip student to meet the school's performance targets?

Following the visit, the SALT team makes its report to the school improvement team, including final recommendations. These may acknowledge special problems the school faces - whether high transience or inadequate facilities - but they also emphasize that the school must solve identified problems related to curriculum, instruction, expectations for students, or quality of support services. Finally, the entire report is certified by an outside "endorser," a professional who has observed at least part of the visit and is knowledgeable about school quality reviews, based on specific criteria and procedures certifies that the report was properly produced and
conducted in the expected manner. (For more detailed information, see Rhode Island Department of Elementary and Secondary Education, ND: http://www.ridoe.net/schoolimprove/salt/faqs.htm. For sample reports, see postings at the Rhode Island Department of Education web site: http://www.ridoe.net/schoolimprove/salt/visit/vismenu.html).

CARE's proposal calls for each school in Massachusetts to engage in a SQR process similar to that of Rhode Island every four to five years. Each school would be required to begin the process with a detailed self-study. An expert team would conduct an extended visit to the school to interview students, educators, and parents, observe classes and teacher meetings, and review examples of student work and school policies. At the end of the visit, the review team would present a face-to-face report to the school, followed by a detailed written report within a month of the visit. Teams would be organized by the Department of Education or developed in collaboration with the regional accreditation association. Reports could also trigger further in-depth technical assistance by the state directed toward school improvement.

**Annual reporting by schools to their communities**

Ultimately, accountability involves reporting not only on results, but on actions taken in relation to results. Because school accountability, then, requires professionals in explaining their practice to their community, CARE proposes that each school in the Commonwealth present annual reports on both school progress and practice to parents and the larger community. Formal reports would address school practice in relation to academic learning and state curriculum frameworks and would include results of test scores along with examples of student work. Reports would also include information about steps the school is taking in relation to achieving its own goals related to school holding power, opportunities and resources to learn, routines that expose all students to a "press for achievement," and teachers' own opportunities to
develop collegial practice. Reports would include outcomes by race, special education, limited
English proficient, and Title 1 status, when appropriate, and be prepared in collaboration with
external partners familiar with school goals and operations (see, for example, Center for Policy
Analysis, University of Massachusetts, 2000). Local school councils, parents, and other
community members, the district, and state would review reports. When needed, the state or
district can send in teams to verify the accuracy of a school's report.

CARE anticipates that school reports to parents and the community would also include a
variety of forums to highlight student achievement. Student-led parent conferences, "Culminating
nights," and review panels where exiting students present their work to parents, school committee
members, and others from the community are all ways in which schools expand parents' and
communities' understanding of the standards schools set for the quality of student learning
(Berger, 1996; Frommeyer, 1999; Wheelock, 1998).

The CARE plan opens up multiple opportunities for reviewing the quality of student work
and classroom practices. As such, it provides a multidimensional view of school operations.
Most important, it provides a baseline of information from which educators and community
members, in partnership with the state, make decisions about school strengths, weaknesses, and
steps toward continuous improvement. Given this foundation, the state will have higher quality
information so that if intervention is necessary, it can fashion a school improvement plan that
addresses both student achievement and practices within the school.

Conclusion

Massachusetts accountability policy, including its MCAS-based awards programs,
assumes that public reporting of MCAS score gains is the key to school improvement. "It is this
test, even more than the nearly $6 billion in new funds, that will be the real impetus to improve
our schools," Mark Roosevelt, former state senator and education reform legislation architect, has said (McFarlane, 2000). "The School and District Accountability System is the shining star of education reform in that it's taking schools for what they are, where they're starting off, and allowing them to show what they can do in terms of improvement," says state Department of Education spokesman Jonathan E. Palumbo (Tantraphol, 2001). Acting Massachusetts Governor, visiting Westfield's Moseley Elementary School, proclaims, "You must be doing something right if you are a Compass School" (Malay, 2001).

However, rhetoric does not always reflect reality. MCAS score gains are not the valid or reliable indicators of school improvement that policy makers imagine. Nor are they necessarily signs that schools that are "doing something right." In many Massachusetts schools listed as "exemplary," statistical patterns associated with small numbers of students tested, changes in the composition of a school's students taking the MCAS from one year to the next, and teaching to the test may artificially improve test scores without improving school quality. By using MCAS score gains to identify particular schools as models of schools improvement, public policy makers and pro-MCAS corporate leaders promote an inadequate definition of school quality, misrepresent schools cited for test score gains as more "exemplary" than others, and do a disservice to parents, teachers, and students who seek authentic school improvement and who care more about public education than public relations.

Current accountability policies in Massachusetts, including test-based awards programs, mislead the public into believing that test score gains are fair and accurate measures of school improvement. This top-down, test-based approach to school assessment and accountability should be replaced in favor of a system of authentic accountability. CARE's proposal aims to develop each school's capacity to assess and "account for" the quality of education provided to all students.
through a process that balances results from external tests and reviews with locally-based assessments of student work. This proposal calls for a combination of standardized testing to monitor student skills statewide, local assessments that focus on student work, professionally-organized reviews of school quality, and a reporting process that requires educators to describe student learning outcomes and opportunities to their own community in the context of their schools' organization and practice. This approach, rather than a top-down, MCAS-driven school accountability policy is key to making "accountability" one aspect of a larger commitment to education reform that benefits all students.
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